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ABSTRACT

This study is undertaken to determine whether it is

* possible to develop a realistic computerized mathematical model

for FM tactical radios operating under the influence of enemy

jamming.

A simplified model of the single channel communication

system with interference is developed. The various parameters

of this model which affect the quality of communications Is

then discussed. Specifically, performance data for the VRC-12

radio for various signal-to-interference ratios is introduced

and a message quality indicator is developed for various

received friendly and jamming signal strengths.

Next, mathematical relationships for signml propagation

over various terrain is introduced. The specific communication

links considered were those for air-to-ground, line-of-sight

(LOS)# and siggle and multiple obstacle paths. Consideration

,was also given to the moisture content of the soil as this is

an important consideration at the frequencies involved in the

analysis. A comparison is then made between the path losses

predicted by the various mathematical relationships and

actual field tests. It is shown that the developed expressions

produce realistic results. These tested signal propagation

relationships are then integrated with the VRC-12 radio..s

•- -- ----.. ...
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performance under interference to produce the final computerized

model,

In addition to the terrain between friendly transmitter

and receiver and enemy Jammer and receiver, several other

variables are Incorporated in the model. The additional

variables of the model include frequency, transmitter and

Jammer output power, antenna height and directivity and

Jammer location with relationship to the receiver antenna.

The completed model explains various interrelationships

In this type of communication problem while answering the

*what would happen if ... ?* question, This is done without

actually constructing an operating system.

The actual output of the computerized model tells

the user whether he has excellent, good, fair, poor or

unsuitable communications for various battlefield deployments,

By changing various characteristics Of the problem, I.e..

antenna gain, power output, obstacle between Jammer and

receiver, etc., a means of changing unsuitable communications

to acceptable communications Is developed.

In summary, the results of the analysis show that it

"is possible to develop a realistic computerized model for

tactical communications in a Jamming environment, Comparisons

of the propagation portion of the model with actual field

tests show the results to be an accurate indication of *real-

world' conditions while the Integration of actual equipment

X1i performance under co-channel interference adds a realism to

the model which enhances its usefulness as a training or

planning device.

- ;-C. - ,- .. - _ -:----
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTI ON

Rapid and reliable communications are essential to

the commander of a modern, mobile military force. As a result

of its flexibility, radio has traditionally been used to meet

the tactical commander's communication requirements. However,

some of the same characteristics of our tactical frequency

modulated (PK) radios which make them so desireable also make

them especially susceptible to intentional electronic

interference, Specifically, the use of pretuned channels and

the idiosyncrasies of frequency modulation provide inherent

advantages to the enemy Jammer when compared with amplitude

modulated (AM) communications. As a result of these limitations,

it is of perunt Importance that the tactical communicator

understand the vulnerabilities of his 1K equipment and how

best to use his radios so as to reduce the effectiveness of

enemy interference.

SBACKGROUD

During World War I amplitude modulated (AX) sets

furnished the only radio communications available to the

American Forces. It was not until just prior to World War I1

that frequency modulated (PM) sets were developed. 1 Frequency

modulation proved to be far superior to amplitude modulation

'\1



for the majority of the required army radio nets. The reliance

on this means of communications has grown rapidly in the

intervening years until the Vietnam Confliet, Ouring which

the U.S. Army relied extensively upon FM radios for tactical

communlcations.

During this same time period, Electronic Warfare (3W)

-gradually emerged as a threat to our FM nets. The first use

of 1K radio Jamming was employed by the British against Rommel's

Afrika rorps in North Africa in November of 19.1 •2 The British

accomplished this by mounting a number of FK transmitters in

their bombers. Each of these radios were redesigned to transmit

random 1M noise. By flying over the German Tanks, the British

were able to cause effective disruption of the enemy radio

communications until the German Fighters finally shot down

the 3ammer aircraft.

During our most recent combat experience in Vietnam

there were occasional attempts by our relatively unsophisticated

enemy to interfere with our tactical radio communications, 3

However, virtually all of the enemy's sophisticated 3W means

were located outside the Army's area of operations and were

encountered mostly by the Air Force and Navy in their sorties

over North Vietnam.

However, the recent mid-east war has shown that

this may well not be the case in any future conflict, The

or BW threat to the Army's operations is likely to be much greater

than it has been in the past. As a consequence, it is essential

that the Army move to improve its posture in this area.

A":



The basic characteristic of PM communlcation that makes

Vi particularly vulnerable to enemy jamming in the thresbold

effect of frequency modulation. This effect Is graphically-

displayed in figure t where an FM system is compared with thce

systems referred to as being linear. 5 What this illustrates

is that FM systems require the carrier power to be above the

noise power in order to detect the transmitted signal. In

other words, unle3s the received signal exceeds a certain

signal level the detected signal is unusable. FM is therefore

essentially a *go" or *no go* system, while amplitute-modulated

systems are soft. Soft systems are those in which the signal-

to-noise ratio improves gradually in proportion to the carrier.

This threshold effect consequently reduces the jamming-

to-signal ratio that is required to completely jam an FM or

threshold system. This characteristic has given rise to the

term "FM Capture Effect" as the receiver output signal will

be dominated by the strongest signal once a certain threshold

is exceeded.

SSTUTAUT 0 THS ?ROMLN

This is the specific question which this study will

address - is it possible to develop a computerized mathematical

model for RM tactical radios operating under the Influence

oC enemy jamming so as to optimize communications for

particular battlefield terrain and various equipment configuration?

The completed model should do several things for

the communication planner or student of Electronic Warfare.
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It should explain the various Interrelationships in this type

of communication problem while answering the "what would hapjpen

if ... ?" quistion. This would be done without the requirement

for actually constructing an operating communication system.

In addition, it should Indicate what steps could be taken to

reduce the effectiveness of enemy jamming.

METHOD OF INVESTIGUTION

Figure 2 best illustrates the components of the problem.

It shows in graphic form a model which represents a tactical

radio owunicatlon system under intentional jamming. The

fricndly 1*1 transmitter radiates a frequency modulated

eleotromagdel.tc () wave of some predetermined power rating

from a suitable antenna with a directivity determined by the

operator. Some of this 3 wave, after experiencing a transmission

loss dependent on distance and terrain, will be received by

the intended receiver. The signal strength of this received

signal will also be a function of the gain of the receive

antenna used. In addition to the desired IN wave, the receiver

will pick up Jamming signals Intentionally transmitted to

prevent the desired signal from being received In a useable

condition. The strength of this jamming signal will be a

function of the 3amer output, antenna directivity, transmission

loss, distance and receive antenna orientation. If the received

friendly signal is sufficiently larger than the Jammer signal,

the friendly receiver will provide an intelligible output.

It can be seen from this discussion that the variables
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J.: of this problem are frequency, transmitter and jammer output

power, antenna configuration, transmission loss as a function

of various terrain configurations and distance, and the signal-

to-interference ratio as a function of intelligibility. In

order to solve the problem It will be necessary to develop

the mathematics which relate these parameters and then compare

the results of the model with actual field tests.

ks with any theoretical model, it is important to make

some assumptions. The most basic to this problem is that the

enemy has determined what our transmission frequency Is and

Is jamming our commmnication channel. This is a reasonable

assumption as our radio's detent tuning prevents us Zrom

detuning to discourage co-channel interference.

Another important assumption in that the transmitting

* and receiving antennas are clear of all obstructions in the

Immediate site areas. This is Important as obstructions

immediately adjacent to an antenna can seriously distort Its

radiation pattern and unnecessarily complicate the system

analysis. In addition, it can be safely assumed that any good

communicator will locate for optimum performance.

The terrain over which the signals are analysed Is

assumed to be that of the central part of western Germany.

f Not only is this an area In which the U.S. Army could experience

a future conflict, but there are no rugged mountains or

extremely flat plains to complicate the analysis. It is In

' fact typified by rolling farmland spotted with forested areas.,

It Is assumed, for the purpose of the present model, that any



ground reflections from trensmiters within line-of-sight (LOS)

will either be from a freshly plowed field or a field with

a small crop. This negates the Importance of ground reflections

as a source of interference. Since there are no large water

areas, these are neglected. In addition, the conditions are

assumed to be the summer, spring or fall so that no ice or

- 5snow will be involved.

Each computed value of path loss will be considered

:" to be the median value for that particular path. The actual

received signal strength variep with time because of changing

conditions in the media. However, short-term variations ara

not significant for the distances involved and may be

Sneglected. 7

-Another important assumption Is the type of signal

used by the hammero A well known principle states that the

Jammer, to be most effective, must employ the same type of

signal and modulation as the signal it intends to 3am. 8 The

I imost effective jamming signal and the one which will be assumed

is a FM signal modulated with random audio noise. 9 Since random

noise has no periodically recurring frequency, it cannot

be filtered out or otherwise eliminated without also removing

the desired signal*

The effect of these assumptions is believed to be

second order and will not have a significant effect on the

model's accuracy..

> 1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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S..." P rom the discussion In the previous chapter, It can

--!i_.be seen that the model development can -be separated Into two

• !•major components, These are; the effects of terrain on the

•i•transmitted signal and the Interaction of the received friendly

S.....[' •and Jamme signl at the receiver,.This chapter will review
Ssome of the more signficant studies which have addressed these

4 --

iitw• o major areas of concern

S•VZY HIGH 7MEUMNOT (MH) PROPAGATION -STUDES

Many studies have been conducted In an attempt to
predict the behavior of radio signals when transmitted over

-bdifferent terrain. The most pimntficantb studees, as far as
Fm tactioal c on munitathons are concernedf were those concerned

i•with the very high frequency (VEP) range (30-300M~z)* One of

S !the most Important was the work undertaken by EglII,01

tIn mantt cases, such as with mobtle communivation d

Sand other systems involving movable equipment,, one may not

Sknow in advance the nature of the terrain over which transmission

,will be requested, In such situations, information doncernent

the proparation loss association with a particular bill or
ygrove of trees I of little value In determining the amount

of attenuation which should be assumed In the design of the

withthe ery igh reqency(VHF rane (0-3014Hz * Oe.o
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system. Egli's approach to this type of problem was *o analyze

a large number of measarements involving propagation over a

great variety of terrain in order to determine the mean and

standard deviation of the distribution of the losses which

are attributable to terrain and other obstructions. This would

allow one to predict the probability that various amounts of

S- ,-attenuation would be encountered.

The results of the various measurements were then

expressed in terms of the percentage of locations at a specified

distance from the transmitter at which the field strength can

be expected to equal or exceed a specified value, For example,

if a five-mile circle with the transmitter at the center is

divided into 100 equal parts, with each division represented

- I by a receiver location, 75 percent coverage would mean that

at 75 of the locations the median value of the field strength

In the Immediate vicinity would be equal to or greater than

the specified value.

The prim.ary weakness with Xgli's method is that it

is primarily suited to the problem of estimating the attenuation

caused by irregular terrain when the system Is to operate in

an unknown or variable environment. If, however, any information

concerning the region in which the system is to operate is

available, it must be considered in predicting path attenuation.

Otherwise, Egli's method would probably lead to unduly pessimistic

results.

This same method has been used to report on the

effectiveness of one of the most widely used computer models

S. ... ..... . .. . -.. . .. . .

• , .. .. . :.7T-- .- -." " ' .". ....- -. • •-L - . --- •-,-"•'
, .__ - **;: •:. . ,. .. . . ._. . .- --. • ,• . . - - - -- .. _ •. .. --- - - . .- . , - , -- ., . .. . •. . . . " ,*,
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for propogation over irregular terrain, the Longley and Rice

model.11 This model Is used to predict long-term median

transmission losses over irregular terrain and is intended

for use in the 20 to 40,000 MHz range and for distances of

"up to 2,000 kilometers. Using this rather complicated model,

-'-transmission loss may be calculated for specific paths where

detailed profiles are available, but this prediction method

"is particularly useful when little is known of the details

of terrain for actual paths. This analysis is fIcilitated

* I by classifying different types of terrain with a certain

terrain parameter which is used along with the carrier

frequency, path distance and tranmittifg and receiving antenna

heights to predict the signal loss for the particular area

of communication.

Area predictions of transmission loss over irregular

terrain using the Longley and Rice model were compared with

measurements made with low antennas in Colorado, Ohio, Virginia,

Wyoming, Idaho and Washington,2 These tests showed excellent
* £;

agreement for over-the-horizon communications. However,

* for known line-of-sight (LOS) and single-horizon paths, the

predicted attenuation proved greater than actually observed.

'II A review of these studies has shown that most computer

f models now in use are far more complicated than required for

S" my analysis, In addition, I will be working with particular

~ * . terrain profiles such as a compakeator could derive from a

.- - map analysis. As previously discussed, the models presently-* 1 in use are designed primarily for use in an area analysis

A

_L 7
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using Egli's method of probability of coverage. Consequently,

/ I have decided to use the classical relations for line-of-sight

(LOS), plane-earth, free-space and single and multiple obstacle

propagation loss. The development of these relationships and

their use will be discussed in chapter 4. When these

relationships are used in conjunction with the simpl&fag

-- assumptions of chapter t. the result will be a model of

sufficient accuracy so as to realistically simulate actual

"4 "field conditions.

, ,One of the most useful field tests for the purpose of

testing the propagation portion of my communication model

"was done in 1967 by the Institute for Environmental Research. 1 3

The purpoae of this report was to present tabulations of

, transmission loss d&ta resulting from propagation experiments

"over arbitrary terrain in the 20 to 100 MHz range. The three

terrain types over which the measurements were taken were the

Colorado Plains* the Colorado Mountains and the Ohio Hills.

The data for these tests consists of terrain profiles,

photographs, power levels, basic transmission loss, frequencies,

and antenna heights for each of the propagation paths selected.

SPREQUENCY MODULTI ON (FM) INTEMEHNCE RES RCH

Laboratory tests have been conducted at the U.S. Army

-P Proving Ground at Port Huachua, Arizona to collect data on the

effects of Electronic Counter-Measure (3CM) jamming on AN and

-M type communication equipment in an attempt to develop a

model to predict the effects of jamming on various communication

/ .

• :: " ._ ! • -. -- . ,,'-- '---... '
S.. '" / . :: " : : "- -- " - f; =- - . • : •.... -'- " • :'
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systems.1 4 By employing a number of different Jamming levels,

a set of curves were developed which graphically displayed

the ratio of the Jammer to desired sigral levels versus a

relative intelligibility score. These results were then used

"to predict what might be the performance of an idealized

communication receiver when a certain level of jamming and

friendly signal were present at Its Input terminals.

The major. failings of this particular model are due

to its highly idealized nature. As the model is presently

formulated, It represents several idealised Jamming mechani•ms

that might be utilized by friendly and enemy forces* Haw

adequately these mechanism represeut actual jamming equipments
. .can not be realistically determined without knowledge of

"specific communication-equipments and their response to various

inputs. In addition, such a model is of little use to the

tactical communicator without integrating it into one of the

previously discussed propagation models.

To accurately display the degradation of friendly

communications by an enemy Jammer, some measure of communication

intelligibility must be used, For many years the most popular

method was to state the degradation factor in terms of a

more-than-normal delay In the message delivery time. However,

most recent communication analysis has been in terms of a

"signal-to-noine (S/N) or a signal-to-interference (S/I) ratio

and an Articulation Index (AT),1 5 The value of the Al is that

it is a numerical value which can be calculated by a communication

engineer from a knowledge of the power level of the received

/
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desired signal and the received noise or interference. These

calculations then allow him to predict performance using the

known relationships which exist between the AI rating and the

percent of Intelligibility. II ratings will be used in this

study to evaluate the effectiveness of enemy 3smming.

Laboratory tests have also bean conducted to investigate

th• on-channel capture effect in the Army's FM tactical radios.1 6

These tests were undertaken with the intuntion of studying

the interference effects of one U.S. Army IM radio upon another

"when operating on the same frequency. However, the results

"of these unintentional interference tests are essentially the

same as would be obtained by employing intentional Interference

(Jamming) against the Army's PA radios* The specific ICM Jamming

that is duplicated is that referred to as "spot* Jamming in

which the enemy operates only on one or two communication-

channels at any instant of time.

The actual laboratory te.ts required three radio sets.

.* Two Identical sets comprised the desired commuhication link

while a third set acted as an interference source. Tht

"interference set was modulated with an audio noise signal so

. as to simulate the most destructive mode of interference to

voice communicationg.

The results of the FM on-channel capture effect tests

are presented in the form of curves of AI versus S/I for

each of the test links and interference combinations. The

curves for the AN/VRCa12 series radios are of particular

significance to this study as they will used to predict the

.~ .. ,." 2
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Interaction of desired and Jamming signals at the receiver.

As a review of the related literature has shown, the

major contribution of the proposed model will be as a realistic
simulation which integrates actual e4uipment performance

.. �under JAmming with realsitic but simplified signal propagation

relationships*

t 

•

I
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Chapter III

PM CAPTURE hFFEOT

As previously mentioned in Chaptar I, the basic

characteristic of 1M Communiaation that makes it particularly

vulnerable to enemy Jamming is the threshold effect of frequency

modulation. It is the purpose of this chapter to explain this

characteristic and the rapid degradation of the desired signal

which occurs when that signalls approached in relative strength

by any form of interference. Actual test results will then be

introduced and their significance in the model development.explained.

A real-world example that would be of assistance

in understanding the difference in performance between AM and PM

receivers is the case of a mobile receiver:- tvataling.from one

transmitter toward another, all operating on the same frequency.

With AM transmitters and receiver, the performance of the

receiver would be very straightforward. The nearer transmitter

would always predominate, but the other one would be heard as

quite significant interference although it might be very distant.

The situation Is far more interesting with FM. While

the signal from the second transmitter is less than about half

of that from the first, the second transmitter is virtually

S - inaudible, causing practically no interference. After this

point, the transmitter towards which the receiver is moving becomes

quite audible as a background and eventually predominates,

finally excluding the first transmitter; the moving receiver

K 16
7--J5
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has been *captured* by the second transmitter. If a receiver

"Is between the two transmitters and fading conditiots prevail#

first one signal, and then, the other, will be the stronger,

so that the receiver will be captured alternatively by one

t.ransmitter and then t he other.

THRORT O FY. CAPTURE

In my analysis of the P1 "Capture* effect I will treat

the interfering signal as being a noise signal with uniform

density across the communications channal. This Is a realistic

assumption for my purposes as this type of interference or

jamming is the most destructive and most probable type of

jamming that would be used against FM uolee.communica' ions. 17

The Input signal to the receivers demodulatbricould then

be represented by

YMt =O +0 t nk't)

=AcCos[(,Jt+O(t)] rn(t)Cou[L~t+(t)

Where A. and rn(t) represent the amplitude of the received YN

signal and noise envelope respectively ande(t) and0n(t) their

associated phases. Is the carrier frequency expressed In

radians per second.* 8

After a little manipulation, y(t) can be written in

the form

Yt= r(t) Coal WeJt * f(t)j
where

(I't) aretan f(t)~ng (t +kt)SIA0 (t)
+

.,\ ,



UK *.ý31cally, we can expset noise to modulate the

carriwr In both amplitude and phase. However, a demodulator

having perfect limiting will respond only to the latter and

will remove the envelope variations represented by r(t),

so we are concerned only with the relative phase q (t)*

Specifically, the detected signal Is proportional to the time

•I derivative ofi? %t).

In view of the complexity of q (t) as shown above,

j it is helpful to make some simplifying approximations. Let

us therefore assume that the signal Is either very large or

very small compared to the noise, such that Lc'>rn or Lc44Krno

This is the same an saying that the predeteotion signal-to-noise

ratio, I is much greater or much lose than one. The phasor

representations of these signals can be Illustrated as shown

In Pigure 3.19 From thene Illustrations the following approximations

can be made:

(t) 0 rn(t)sin49(t) for 42?>71(3a)

t
where

Ln examination of the above eqv:-%tions reveals that the

ledding term Is the phase of the dominant component alone,j whether signal or noise. This becomes particularly Important

a the case where the noise dominates, L careful examination

: of eqn. 3b reveals that the message appears only as a part of

S I

"" -.... *. / ",' // " "/ '"•-i

.. .. . ... .: . . . . . . . ,
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Sin ( (t), which also Includes On (t) and in turn is multiplied

by the random variable 1/rn(t), This means the message is

- mutilated by noise and cannot be recovered, The resulting

"threshold effect" was graphically displayed in figure 1.

Equation 3b was approximated by assuming that (S/N)T? 4i.

However, significant mutilation begins to occur when (S/N)T Z 'a

for then Lc2 2, rn 2 , and the signal and noise phasors are of equal

length. If they are also of nearly opposite phase (t)]t)- C%}) ,

the resultant is quite small, and a small change in the phase

./ difference 0 n(t)- 0(t) yields a large phase deviation of the

resultant, as diagramed in figure 4.20 Le the condition 0.(t)=- (t)

comes and goes intermittently, the output changes in a sporadic

fashion from signal to crackling.

Although the above discussion might leave the impression

*... that capture effect is the sudden take-over of the stronger signal

In 1M receivers, this is not the case. Capture by an Interfering

signal is in fact a gradual degradation of the received Signal-

to-noise ratio until 9)T%01 is reached. Because of this a check

"" will be made early in the analysis of the friendly transmitter

\to receiver link to Insure that (137% 12dB. In this case the noise

present would only be that due to background and internal receiver

"* noise. The value 12dB has been determined to be a signal-to-noise
7

ratio which is required by 1K receivers to ensure negligible

"- mutilation of the desired signal at the output. 2 1

If a check by the computer program revoals that the

S.. -received signal-to-noise ratio is appreciably less than 12dB even

without Jamming, the program analysis will cease as we obviously

have designed a poor communications links

S.... ~ ~/ ,,,. ' i•.'Z...,-:. -7* .//J.,.,. ,. -* . ;;.,
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PM CAPTURE TEST RESULTS

In chapter two It was mentioned that unclassified

"Interference tests had been conducted by the Army on its FM

radlos. 2 2 The results of these tests are particularly signfi-canL

In the development of this model as they offer actual equipment

4 performance when subjected to co-channel interference by a

transmitter whose carrier is modulated by audio noise. This is

directly analogous to an enemy jammer employing the most

effective form of "spot* jamming against FM voice. By integrating

these laboratory testiinto an accurate propagation model, the

result will be a model which will accurately predict the

performance of P1 communications under noise jamming.

. Figure 5 shows a plot of the performance of the AN/VRC-12
radio set when subjected to interference from another AN/VRC-12

- "radio whose carrier Is modulated by audio noise. 2 3 The results

.r are presented as a plot of the articulation index versus the

signal-to-interference ratio in decibels. During the laboratory

S..tests it was assumed that "capture" by an interfering signal

could be considered to have occurred when the ratio of desired

signal strength to Interfering signal strength resultedI! •in a. corresponding articulation index (AI) less than or equal to

0.7 measured at the output of the test link receiver.2 4 An

¶ examination of figure 5 will reveal the justification for

such an assumption. It can be seen that the articulation index

deteriorates rapidly with only a relatively small drop in

the signal-to-interference ratio. This illustrates that while total

capture is a gradual process, it still occurs relatively

rapidly once the signal-to-interference ratio drops below about

,. - S : I .. / '" .. . . -.-.- . . :."I-
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Articulation
I~idex(AI)

1.0

1 0.f

'2 0 8 0 1 4 1 8 2

¶ Signal-to-Interference Ratio S/I(dB)

- - 9.Pigure 5. lI versus S/I for ±3/110-I 2
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2.5dB. This deterioration continues until S/I=OdB which is eqcivalent

to the previously discussed predetection signal-to-noise ratio

(S/N)T when It is equal to unity. At this point the communication

link can be considered to be worthless,

Before using the test results In the computer model

"it is necessary to relate the signal-to-3ammer (S/J) ratio to

some measure of communication link quality more useful than the

articulation index (AI). Such a parameter is the intelligibility

(i) of the received signal. The relationship between the articulation

Index and Intelligibility for the AN/VRC-12 radio set is shown

in figure 6.25 By combining figures 5 and 6 one obtains the

result shown in figure 7 where the Intelligibility Is plotted

versus the signal-to-interference r#io. She extremes of useful

intelligibility ex-tend from 40% upward. Any communication link

with a S/I such that I is less than 40% can be considered Inoperable.

For intelligibility levels higher than this, the link is considered

to be operable, but the message transmission time is increased

to allow for the repetition necessary to rai::: intelligibility

to a satisfactory level. Intelligibility of 907# or greater can

be treated as original message length while an I of 40% would

require repetition of the transmission 4 or 5 times to ensure correct

reception of the message.2 6

In an attempt to make the scoring of the communication

- link's quality more meaningful to the tactical commander and

the equipment operator-, the Intelligibility scale has been

divided Into a 5-- interval scale. The 5 intervals were selected

on a purely rational basis. Their designations and the related

approximate message repetitions require. to insure message
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Intelligibility

109
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reception ure as follows s27 2

Excellent1

Good ii

Fair Ii 2i

Poor21 4

4Unsuitable greater than 4j

These Intervals will be employed in the computer

m -del to Inform the user of the quality of the proposed

communication link once the related signal-to-Interference ratio

at the receiver has been calculated.

7

4

7 4

3 25
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CbAPtei IV

MODEL DEVE-OMENT

In chapter three the relationship between the received

slmal and intelligibility was developed. It is now necessary

I to develop the relationships for the remainder of the system

illustrated previously in figure 2. The most critical component

of the actual communication link are the equations for signal

loss over different types of terrain. In this chapter various

equations will be developed to express propagation losses for

various terrain configurations. These equations will then be integrated

into the entire system so a value for the friendly signal

and jamming signal at the receiver can be calculated.

VHF COW.UNICATTONS

Very High Frequencies (VHF) cover the frequency

range from 30 to 300 MHz. The portion of this band that we will

be concerned with for military FM communications is limited to

the 30 to 80 MHz range. For this range we will be concerned only

with ground-wave propagation as VHF waves are not reflected

...from the ionosphere.

The ground wave is made up of two components, a

; surfce wave that follous the contours of the earth and

"a space wave that moves through the atmosphere either directly2

" ."27
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by reflection from the ground obstacles, or by refraction and

cd!"ffractlon occuring within a few miles of the earth's surface.28

/ For radio frequencies above approximately 20 MHz, the surface

wave portion of the ground wave attenuates rapidly, becoming negligible

-•z a few hundred feet for a frequency of 30 MHz. Successful

"ransmission therefore depends on a propagation of the space wave

between the transmitting and receiving antennas. It is this

spacw-wave that is so greatly attenuated by obstacles, either

natural or mansudeo

COMMUNICLTION LINKS

The signal power, S, at the received end of a

communication link will be considerably affected by propagation

conditions and the uncertainties introduced by natural and

human elements in the operation of the link. The exact form of

the signal power equation can be assumed to obey the equation: 2 9

. S(dB) = P + G1 1 + G12 - L(d) (1)

where P = transmitter power in decibels

Gil, G12 = the transmitter and recqiver antenna gains

in db, respectively

L = the signal path loss in db which is pr2mnarily a

function of the path length, d, in kms.

In general, all these parameters may be variable. Propagation

conditions will always introduce uncertainties in L, and the

antenna gain factors Gil, G1 2 , and P are a funetion of the antenna

configurations and transmitter power output respectively.

". T .
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* ~The decibel (db) is the prefer'red unit for expressing

power~in communication analysis because It is logarthmic.

Two values can be multiplied or divided by adding or subtracting

their logarithms, Since amplification and attenuation are

multiplication and division processes, the decibel provides

a hand- means of expressing changes of power by simple

addition and subtraction*

For example, if a signal is transmitted at a certain

power and is received at 1/1,000 = jo"'3 that power, it has

suffered a 30 dB loss (= 10 loglo1 0  3) If this reduced

£ signal Is transmitted again and undergoes similar attenuation,

the final signal is 1/1,000,000 = 104* its original strength

(I/1,000)( 1/1,000). It is simpler to add 30 dB and 30 dB to

Vget 60 dB as the total attenuation of the signal.
It is ine7itable that the signal expressed In equation

1 will deteriorate during the process of transmission and

reception as a result of some distortion in the system such

as jamming or because of the introduction of noise, which is

unwanted energy, usually of a random character, present in a

-transmission, due to any cause, Since noise will be received

together with theszignal, It obviously places a limitation

on the transmission system as a whole; in a severe case, it

may mask a given signal to such as extent that the signal

become, unintelligible and therefore useless. The signal-to-

noise ratio (S/N) expresses the ratio,, In decibels, of signal

power to total noise power In a channel and is consequently

an Indicator of received signal quality. In chapter 3 It was

stated that high quality P.4 voice communications are assumed
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to require a eignal-to-noise ratio of about 12 dB. It Is

therefore important that some means of calculating background

"noise be introduced.

The noise present at a receiver when no intentione'

interference is present Is a function of environmental noise

and internal receiver noise. The equations for computing these

noise values are as follows: 3 0

Nr= ktoBr~r = internal receiver noise

Na = ktoBr~a = environmental noise (2)

N = Na + Nr = equivalent receiver input noise

where Pr = receiver noise figure (= 15 dB for mobile vehicilar

YE?)

a= environmental noise figure (= 20 dB for Central

* Europe suburban noise)

k = Boltman s constant = 1.38 A 10.23 joules/'K

to reference temperature = 29001

Br = receiver banswidth (= 32 1E& for military 1)o

Making the computations indicated in equations 2

reveals an equivalent receiver input noise for Central Europe

of -128dB. Consequently, the computer model. will check each

communications link before jamming to ensure the received

signal at the receiver input is a least -116 dB (= 12 dB -

1• 128 dB). This will ensure that an operational communications

link is being analyzed. The ability to make this check will

also give the model the ability to plan the coverage of FM voice

communications when no J&mming is preient.

During the Jamming analysis, the equivalent receiver

input noise (N) is neglected as N is seldom as large as the

S. .... . . . .
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Jamming signal (J), The model computer program will use the

S/J ratio with the data from figure 7 to determine the quality

of the communications link. If N was appreciable compared to

either J or S, then the SfJ ratio should be modified to a

S/(J+N) ratio.

PROPAGATION LOSS

Prea Space Path Loss

A free space transmission path Is a straight - line

path ifl an Ideal atmosphere, As no Interference or obstacles

are present, the relationship between transmitted and received

power may simply be stated as: 3 1

Pr 2 t (3)

where Pr = received power In watts

Pt transmitted power In watts

gt and gr = the respective direotivity gains (in

terms of power ration) of the transmit and receive

antennas with respect to an antenna radiating

.uniformily in all directions

"= the wavelength In km

d the separation between antennas In km.

By substituting the relationship between wavelength

and frequency ( ) = 300/f(Miz)) into equation 3 and simplify-

"Ing the results we obtain the relationships

" (41.87 df)2.

The expression for free space path lose is then:

L= 20 log0g (41.87 df) (5)

SI" "I .. . . . . :-," v



where f is the frequency In MHz. 0 * 3

Equation 5 will be used In the model to determine

path lose when either the friendly transmitter or 3ammer are

airborne and the receiver Is on the ground.

Plme Earth Path Loss

The theoretical received power for transmission over

plane earth 1I given approximately by the relationship: 3 2

Pr= g r- Pt (6)

where Pr' Pt, gt, gr and d are as defined for equation 3.

hto hr = the transmit and receive antenna heights in

kilometers*

The expression for plane earth path loss can then be computed

from the formula

L = 20 log1 0  d2/hthr , (7)

The equation given above Is limited to transmission
over water and flat, barren land. In addition it Is Independent

of the particular frequency of operation. A form of this

equation has been adapted by Egli in his work to predict losses

for mobile communications when little Is known about specific

terrain obstacles and an estimate of area coverage of a radio

signal is required. 3 3 Unfortunately, comparisons with actual

terrain losses showed eqno 7 to be unduly pessimistic in its

predictions. The actual comparisons between predicted and sea-

sured losses will be given in chapter 6.

A more accurate equation for field strength calculations

over smooth ground takes into consideration the moisture content

of the soil near the antennas. For a smooth ground path, the.

- -.. . ,. :So,,
• ; /Y ."



influence of the ground constants on field strength is 33

determined by the value of the effective dielectric constant

( G ) whioh In determined mainly by the water content of the

ground. 3 4

For vertically polarized VHF ground wave propagation

at low heights, the equation for the total received field

strength as a function of ground moisture is: 3 5

rc X k(8).k2 T- 6-1 \ 8

In order to calculate an expression for path lose

from this expression it is first necessary to determine the

power (Pr) at the Input to the receiver. Consequently, a

relation Is needed between the field intensity at the receivers

antenna and the power into the receiver. The Poynting relation

between the field intensity Er and power Pr Is
S= .Or -. " (9)

where Er Is In volts per meter, pr is in w&tts. 3 6 By combining

equation 8 and 9 the expression for path losia over smooth
//

earth is deriveds

L=-101logIL0Pj' .)+'3T("eV1, )4 (10)

where E = relative dielectric constant

f = frequency in MHz

d = separation between antennas in ka

ht, hr = transmit and receive antenna heights In km.

The values for the relative dielectric constant for

* ground conditions in central Germany have been found to vary

from 4.for very dry earth to 30 for wet ground with a median

value of 13e37 This range of values along with equation 10

- ... '
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Ii ~will be used In the model to calculate propagation losses 34

for flat earth communication' links.

Obstacle Path Loss

Egli's statistical approach 3 8 for determining propaga-

tion loss is appropriate for situations in which the actual

terrain is unknown and an azwrage, terrain must be assumed,

* However, in my analysis the profiles are known or may be

6 extracted from a map analysis. Therefore, propagation losses

may be estimated for the particular terrain in the communication

path.

-Obviously, the equations previously Introduced for

i •air-to-ground and line-of-sight (LOS) communications are not

sufficient to cover all possible terrain conditions that could

occur. Two additional terrain categories are shown in figure

8, the single-obstacle path (SOP) and the multiple-obstacle

path (MOP). The single-obstacle path is a terrain obstacle

so situated that a LOS path exists from a single obstacle to

each terminal, as shown in figure 8a, In the case of a multiple-

obstacle path, more than one terrain obstacle exists such that

no LOS path exists from any single obstacles to both terminals,

as shown in figure 8b.

The basic general equation to compute propagation

losses for these terrain profiles is 39

.Z L = C +l (id )+y(Ed)2tC2fC 3logC4d.C5d
2  )

where L = path loss (attenuation in dB)

41 total path length, in kilometers

H = maximum obstacle height in kilometers above a line

//

/I
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C Figure 8. Propagation Paths.(a)SOP;(b)M!OP

(b)
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joining the path terminals

"f operating frequency in megacycles per second.

"The C's are constants and the P's indicate functions. The spec-

ific equations for the non - LOS paths are:

SOP:

"L = 46.2 + 1070 (H/d) - 7500 (H/d) 2 + 0.00268 (f) + 28.34Y

log (f) + 0.879 (d) - 0.00378 (d) 2  (12)

-[MOP:
L = 119.9 + 287 (Hid) - 11000 (H/d) 2 ÷ 0.00425 (f) +

14.98 log(f) + o.541 (d) - 0.00159d2 (13)

Equations 12 and 13 are for obstructed paths when

relatively ideal local-site conditions exist at both path

terminals. Such conditions exist when transmitting and

"receiving antennas are clear of all obstructions In the Immed-

late site areas. These equations will be used in the model for

any communication link where one or more obstacles exist.

Profiles representing terrain configuration paths for

I West German terrain were drawn and classified according to*

whether the paths were LOS, SOP, or MOP, 4 0 In a sample of 128

profiles, 27 were LOS, 53 SOP and 48 MOP. Por a somewhat

larger sample, it was found that approximately one-third of

the single-obstacle and multiple -obstacle paths had obstacles

between 20 and 40 meters high. Approximately one-third of the

multiple-obstacle paths had obstacle heights greater than 60

meters, while no single-obstacle paths were found to fall into

this category.

/ / /
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EQUIPMENT CONSIDERLTIONS

Antennas

In order to couple the output of a radio transmitter

to space, It Is neceszary in each case to use some type of

structure capable of radiating electromagnetic waves or receiv-

ing them, as the case may be. An antenna is such a structure

and may be described as a metallic object, often a wire or a

collection of wires, used to convert high-frequency current into

electromagnetic waves which then travel and benave as described

by the equations in the preceding sections, and are finally

picked up by the receiver antenna. Apart from their different

functions, transmitting and receiving antennas behave Identicall.

Since all practical antennas concentrate their radia-

tion In some direction, to a greater or lesser extent, the

"power density in those directions ts greater than it would

have been had the antenna not concentrated its radiation In

this manner. Accordingly, antennas may be said to have gain.

The term uost frequently used with respect to an antenne.'s gain

is *directive gain**

Directive gain, in a particular direction, Is the

ratio of the power density radiated in that direction by the

antenna to the power density that would be radiated by an

isotropic antenna*4 1 An Isotropic antenna is an antenna that
• €cannot exist in practice, but since its radiation pattern Is

perfectly omni-directional, or spherical, its properties are

very easy to visualize, calculate, and use for reference. To

"compare the antenna to be tested with an isotropic antenna,

%./ , _ . . _ .
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both power densities are measured at the same distance, and

both antennas mu3t be assumed to radiate the same total power.

While directive gain refers to any particular direction,

I'the direction of the maximum directive gain is usually that

which concerns us most. The correct name for maximum directive

gain Is directivity and refers to the gain In the direction

. of the major lobe of the radiation pattern.42

"•.1 The importance of antenna gain to communication

links is that it increases the effective power of a transmission

just as surely as does amplifier gain. A distant observer

located along the main beam would receive as much signal power

from an antenna with a gain of 30 dB, radiating I watt, as he

would from an isotropic radiator at the same distance with an

output of 1,000 watts. The effectiveness of the transmission

Is similarly increased by the gain of the receiving antenna.

This ability of a directional antenna to increase the

effectiveness of transmission is not only important for the

improvement of communications but can also be used to decrease

the effectiveness of an enemy jammer. If the major lobe of

a receiving antenna is pointed away from the jammer and

directly toward the friendly transmitter, the desired signal

will be greatly enhanced while the jamming signal is degraded,

The omnidirectional whip antenna presently used by the

Army with its mobile FM radios Is essentially a center-fed

"half-wavelength antenna and therefore has a directive gain

of 1.64 or 2.15 dB broadside to the radiator. While this
omnidirectional antenna makes mobile communications simpler,

It also makes the receiver susceptible to Jamming. Fortunately,

A
S S, ,. . . . . .. . . . .. . .. -.. . ..... .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . • . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .. = . . . .
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the army Is presently developing a directional antenna which

Swill enhance communications while reducing susceptibil4ty to

Interference. This antenna is a broadband log-periodic

, designed to cover the range from 30 to 80 MHz without the

"requirement to change elements while still being portable

enough for tactical useo43 The radiation pattern for this

[ antenna in comparison with that of an isotropic antenna is

shown in figure 9. The main beam offers a gain of 6 dB above

"Isotropic, while the antennas backlobe in 8 dB below Isotropic.

-* ' A Jmnmer or transmitter located broadside to such an antenna

would be subjected to an antenna gain of only about 2 dB. These

"will be the three categories of receiver gain used in the

computer model when computing the Jammer to receiver link.

"Since the enemy's Jammers will normally be operating from his

side of the FEBP , the jammer signal will usually be subjected

to a -8 dB gain at the receiver, while the friendly signal

will receive the benefit of the major lobes 6 dB gain.

It can be assumed that the Jammer antenna will either

be a half-wave whip or a directional log-periodic antenna.

"While there are antennas with greater gain, the log-periodic

offers the flexibility of being relatively frequency

Independent while still providing significant directive gain.

Therefore, the values of Jammer antenna gain suggested in the

model will vary from approximately 2 to 8 dB, depending on

the antenna configuration.*

Transmitters

The transmitter assumed to be used in this analysis

ýA'-:: : - :
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Is the one used in the army's mobile configuration of the

- ,N/VRC-12 radio. The basic .eceiver-transmitter Is the

RT-524 which has a rated output of 35 watts for high power

* and approximately 2 watts for low power., 5

While exact jammer transmitter charactertics are

difficult to predict In advance, we can assume that the

enemy will use noise modulation against FM voice and that ,,

• typical FM amwer transmitter power outputs will fall any-

"* , iwhere from 500 to 2,000 watts. 4 6

/I
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Chapter V

MODEL COMPUTERIZATION

In the preceding chapters the parameters of the

X'., problem and the Justification for their development was

presented. To facilitate their use In a real-time analysis

"and to reduce the tedious mathematics involved, it is advisable

to computerize the model.

" nLOW CHART

The first step in developing a computer program Is

the development of a flow chart so as to graphically Illustrate

the interrelation of the problem's parameters. The flow chart

for this problem is shown in figure 10. Note that the path-

loss subroutine (figure 11) is used twice during the run of

the problem. The first use of this subroutine is in the

calculation of the desired signal at the receiver input. This
-.,• same subroutine is then used to calculate the level of the

""s iamang signal ut the receiver input.

COMPUTER PROGRAM

The complete computer program which implements the

flow chart shown in figure 10 is shown in figure 12. Examples

of different computer runs are presented in the appendix for

different terrain and equipment configurations.

a42
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flTR. !SPACE PATH LOSS

6B

PATH ORE
OBSTACL THA O

ANT.
GEIGTS

SOIL

.COMPUTE PLANE- CCVhWUT4 SINGLE.. IPLE-
BARTH PATH LOSS OBSTACLI PATH LOSS fO)BSTAC AHLS

Figure 11. Path Loss Subroutine1.
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Figu~re 12. Tactical PM. Jamming Program
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23 P'NT-----------------------------------------
*9PtK1NT',

43 LET L1=L
44 PKIN71*X.YT-/kCV#, PAIh LC,,-S IN OF. 1!S=*Ll

45P~N'-------------------------------------------
.46 LFT PiI=Iu*LG10,)
50 LEI' 51=Pl.GI+G2-LI
51 PkINT'PECEIVED ýiIGNAL WITHiOUT JAMMN~iG IN Uh=**SI
55 LFT ..2=SI+IHt
56 k'PINT**eýECEIVED ýýIGNýL-TC-NLISE KATIC IN ~~

60 IF S12412 THEN 455
61) Pt(INTIIINPIUT JMk ANT. GAtt\;1SE A VALUE F1W~t, k! 1U)
67 INPUT G3
70 2 i PI N'T "INPUT JAV',MEi. TU kCVR DISTANCE IN KM"
72 INPOT r)
75 PkINT"INFtIT JAM~*iEi PWIR. IN WAIISJUSE A VALUE I'~the
76 PKI VN1 %MGsý FiKCM 500G TO LlfiU0"e
77 INPUT P2a
F, 0 PhINT"INPUT JAMMFR LOCATIC;NJ Ii A DiIMECTIONAL hCVf. A.Nit IS U~t.I

I eiK'tINT'1113 6 FG8k A jAiMMEk EILTWEEN 1HE HCVR/A&iH LINK*2 IU, A"
b2 Pý.INt"JMEN. b )iAUb~IDE. 10 1HE LINK#ANt) -es iFO I hE Jd~~I J
b 3 PtK1NI"KEAK OF~ THE XMIrt. IF A WPIt-' *nCVE AN1. I.% USLVENTth ?_ 15"
~5 INPUT G4

"I' P'N'TEFLLO0WING IS A CALCULATION CF JA1MMEk 1fI kcVK PATh LL_,.
92 PNINT'-----------------------------------------t
93 PNINT"* t
100 GOSIIR 5k00
101 LET L2=t.PlMLS N18I'L
103 PiqT"JAF'tEir#hCVNP4HLWSI YV u0.
10A.LET P2=10*LGT(P2)
105 1 FT J=11ý.G3+G4-Lz
I6 -':tNT`1Fi JAMMI1k :;13NAL AT 1t'E hf:V,.~ INI Vt zotj

N 107 PkINT"------------------------------------------

110 LET b53vSj-J
III PkdNTIITEf SIGNAL- I -JAtvMKK KATIC At 1HE kCVtc IN De VJ

V 115 IF~ S3-O." THEN 405
I:W IF S31o-.5 THEN 41b
1;:!5 IF S3-00t THEN 425 __ _
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410 GC TC ity0
P41 ; INT"EXCUELLF CWi'MO.

425 PkINT 'HLCR CCO'tYO."
430 GC TO 490
4.*35 P 1i- I Nt1 C L

-C -63 CL:,NT'

/6 I t. 4>ir*10 u
4:)5 evI " S1TTIE ~*A -LIKEE '-LhU

04 (11pF-NI"FAMITHL-$TL*~AHIP1A4

4.6IF MA= THFN U3b

5499 SC 7 99
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5U IN'PUT HI
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5065 INPIlT H

570 LET SC41 stA*LGT(V
V'* b~~57 LF.T LLc.20*GTP

54() GC TkO )9S
54%5 PI'NT"IM'IIT GMAUN. CGNPIACLF S Hi.ISE 4si ALJ-V'< r4 Lit' SAIND .IL~e

5~6PINPUI E.IAHI~'IAS

.551 U HE

553 LET C=10.*LGT(S)
S4LET L=L.+(H)10a(H)*.de*,.SP.Csr4.

55S GO TC 995j

5.600 -kN"N(l aTCEheI M bV IKJIIGTE ~
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The Instructions to the user in the computer print-

out are designed as typical values for equipment presently
/

in the field. Future developments in hardware operating in

the VHF range (30-300 MHz) can be easily adapted for use with

. -- this program as long as the signal-to-interference performance

"of the receiver is known.



Chapter VI

EVALUATION OF RESULTS

To determine the validity of this computer program

it is necessary to compare the predicted values with actual

field tests. As the performance of the receiver was based

upon actual laboratory tests when subjected to various signal-

to-interference ratios, the only portion of the model which

requires analysis are the equations used to calculate

propagation losses.

"PREDICTED VERSUS MEASURED

As previously mentioned in chapter 2, the most useful

field tests of VHF propagation losses were performed in 1967

by the Institute for Environmental Research. 47 These tests

are particularly useful for the purposes of testing this model

because terrain profiles were drawn for each of the measured

communication links. Figures 13&a. and 13.b. show the results

of tests for several line-of-sight paths for different frequencies

and distances. It should be understood that each propagation

path had varying aacunts of vegetation and buildings, even though

there were no actual terrain obstacles in the LOS paths. In

addition, the test measurements were subjected to a &3 dB error

due to faulty antenna gain measurements. Two measurements were

taken at each test site. An initial measurement was followed

48
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Pigure 13.(a) Comparison of Line-of7Sight Losses(predicted)

with Data derived from Measurements field tests)
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Figure 13.(b) Comparison of Line-of-Sight Losses(predicted)
with Data derived from Measurements(field tests)
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by a measurement from the optimum location found within 100

meters of the first.

Figure 13 compares these measured propagation losses

with a modified version of Egli's equation (eqh. 7, chap-ter 4)

. denoted as the flat earth model and with equation 10 (chapter 4)

referred to as the smooth ground model. In an attempt to make

Egli's equation fit the data, the predicted loss was reduced

by 11.7 dB* This modification was fairly successful for a

frequency of 50 MHz, but failed to adapt to a frequency change

such as illustrated for 20 MHz, However, the smooth gronid

model covirs the range of test results fairly well within its

range of variation for different dielectric constants,

particularly for the lower frequency of 20 MHz* Therefore, the

smooth ground model was chosen to be used for line-of-sight

communication links..

Figure 14 compares the results of the single-obstacle

and multi.le-obstacle propagation equations with actual field

test results. The test site variations are due to different

measurements taken at the same site all within a 100 meter

Sradius of the original one. When the measurement errors prey-.

iously discussed are taken into consideration, the comparison

proves to be quite good and consequently justifies the use

of these equations in the model.

CONCLUSIONS

SThe specific question which this study has attempted
to answer is - - Is It possible to develop a computerized

mathematical model for FM tactical radios operating under the

f/
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* •1

SINGLE-OBSTACLE MULTIPLE-OBSTACLE
PROPAGATI ON PROPAGATION

MODEL MODEL

* DISTAoNCE(1m) 5 10 20 20 30 30 30 50

OBSTACLE .03 .03 .07 .08 .05 .100 .130 .07
HEIGHT (La)

TEST SITE 127.E127. 135. 138.2160. 165. 167. 172.c
to to to to to to to to

VARIATIONS(d )122 122. 131. 133.J158. 161. 165 164.?

PREDICTED 124. 126. 134. 134. 1160.1161.1161.1 169
LOSS(dB)

Figulre 14, Comparison of Field Test Results with
Predicted Propagation Path Losses for SOP and- MOP

ii

I. . ... , .. . . .

\ • " *1/ '"•
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Influence of enemy jamming so as to optimize communicat.ons

for particular battlefield terrain and various equipment

* .configurations?

The answer is yes, It is possible. Comparisons of -the

7 •propagation portion of the model with actual field tests have

shown the results to be an accurate indication of "real-world"

" conditions while the Integration of actual equipment performance

-under co-channel interference adds a realism to the model which

.- •enhances its usefulness as a training or planning device.

"* iBy inserting the characteristics of actual PM

-• communications equipment and the terrain over which it is

expected to operate, the user will receive as an output not

only the vulnerability of a particular communication link to

Jamming, but also an indication of what stepa should be

taken to reduce the effectiveness of enemy 3amminge

* L .

* .. . .K.. "- ., - .. .
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APPENDIX

COMPUTER RUN EXAMPLES

Figure 15 illustrates the output of the computerized

model for varying battlefield configurations. For sexple,

figure 15.a. is a link where the received signal-to-noise ratio

is inadequate even without Jamming. The remainder of the

examples illustrate links which produce varying signal-to-

3amming ratios and consequently a varying quality of received

signal. These links are respectively an unusable, fair and

an excellent communication link.

I

o' "I
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LAPJFUI Xill ANT. tUAIN';2. I F61% WHIP' *6 ýOh Ulke.GlIGNAL

6

INPUT IhCVl; Pil. fGAIN 32*1I' F"3ik WHIP*6 FOR DlkETIýINAL
?6

INPUT fikEO. IIN MHZ

INPUT XMT~i 703 kCVk DISTAN'CE. IN K1M 1

?.01

THE FOLLOWING IS A CALCULAIIUN OFh XMT1R TO FNCVk FAIIH LOSS-- ----- ----- ----- ----
INIFUT XMTI'.AJAMMEJ' ANT. HT- IN KM

IF ~i ~iirJANAi~.h lb Abv%*It'4i~U1 A 13Ii*I. LAj rLi .IAi Ljm~s

VATtis INPUI A 2;IF A SINGLE-USSIACLE 1PATH, INPUT A 3;
I IF~ A MIIJLTIILE-1)r~4!ICLF PZATHItNPUT A 4

INI-UT MAX-. ObSTACLE Hi. IN KM ABUVL A LINE JOININ6
INE PATH T~hivINALS
?* 120

kŽva,;tL/iRCVR PATH LOSS IN Ub IS= 161.334

REia.IV.ý.D SIGNAL WITHOUT JAi*1IN6. IN Dil=-133.893

RE~CEIVED SIUN~AL-10-NOISE R~ATIO IN j)8b-!.-f,9339

-(~UN.UIlAbLE CG.*1O. LINK FUEN WIIHOUT JAt4i.,IV(i*)
If. YGU WISH 1*i EXECU1&. ANtHI IiG~E s PUA7

naIn --- a- l--f*-~

* igure 15. Sample Computer Runs,(aUnsu1.table Coma.o Link

Ido
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-* : FPigure 15.(b) Unusable Commo. Link
INPUI XM1k (AN'to UAIEi~o1b 1-,J4' WHIF *6 PUk UtHECILUNAL

6

._ INPUT kCVh ANT. 6AI iq 2. 15 FUI; kH Po6 FOR DI hEC7I UNAL

INPUT FREQ. IN MHH
• ?bO

.iqi:U] XMIk TO KCV1 DIlpNiANLE l, KM
?20

INPUT XMTR PW1'.. OUTPUT IN WATTS;2.0 FOk LOW POWER*
3b FOR HIGH PWR.

INPUT XCVR ANT- HT° IN KM
ti ?.01

t THE FOLLOWIN.G IS A CALCULATION OF XMTk TO RCVR PATH LbSS

INPUT XMTk\JAMMEk ANT- HT- IN KM

: iIF THE XMTR\JAMMER IS ALNN..INPUT A 13IF A FLAT EARTH C0PMO.
PATH. INPUT A 2;1l A SINbLE-ObSTACLE PATHPINPUI A 3J

:. :IF A MULTIPLE-OBSTCLE PATHINPUT A 4
73

INPUT U8STI•ALE HI. IN KM ABOV. A LINE JOINING THE PATH
"IEkMINALS

XMTX/i1CVH PATH LOSS IN DB IS= 134.71.1

RECEIVED SIGNAL WITHaOUT JAMMING IN DEI=-107.27

RECEIVED SIGNAL-TO-NOISE KA7I0 IN DB= 20.7299
/ oINPUT JAMMER ANT. GAIN;USE A VALUE FkRM 2- TO 8

INPUT JAMMER T1 RCVR DISTANCE IN KM
?20

"INPUT JAMMER PWR. IN WATTS;USE A VALUE .IN THE
NA44 6. FICOM bZ0 TOi 'eCJO

* ?P(000

INiUT P.ELATIVE JAMMER LGCATION; 14 A DINECTI.JAL ANT. IS U";FIt
SU;E- b FU1% A JAiIER .LTWE.E.N IHE kC k/IMTR LINK,2 IFOk A
JAMtur1k BROADSIDE TO THE LINKAND jS FOR THE JAKNEk TO THE

1 5- aEAI OF THE: XMT~i. IF A WHIP RCVH ANT* IS USE~oEN1ER 2.15

1HE FOLLOWING IS A CALCULAl1ON 0OF JAM'IMER 10 RCVK PATH LS.S

- -- -, , -- -- -- -- --- , -, .--------

S . ... : .. " i. -".. . .1 /" * :/ ' " ' / " ••- N - "
7".,) i.. ; : ; /



INPUJT OBI$STACLE HT. IN KMi AB'VE A LINE~ JOINING IKE~ kATH 5
IA k~.t i' I Lk4 AL 5

6. 7

JA.~IMh/ICVF F-IH L(g!S' IN Dfh- IS= 134P.~A.

1HE JA~i0Ji, 1,I(2-JAL Al "IHL kCVX IN UJk'-1O7. 194

iHE SIGiNAL-10-JAMONii' A1UJ AT THE kCVkc IN DHi-7.6494ýE-V2

(X~.LI4Ký
IF YOU! W'ISH TO EXECUTE ANGIHER PR~bLEMP INP-UT A 7

?o

IA
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I N PII• AmM I: . A N•T . GWz' I € '. .H I P- j6 F 0.8 D liP E( l.%'A.,\ L

/6S.... 6 It 0.;

INPUT iXCVI ANI. GAIN ;2.-1 Fk -4itJr,6 FOR DihECiIijNAL

INP I IT aE:,E.. I1N 4MHZ
?50

INPUT XMTIv. 10 RCVI D1^TANCE IN KM

INPUTI ;XMTI Pi'W'. 0LJTPUT IN WAIT•J2.0 FUX LOW PiWEt,<+
35 FOR HIGH PWk.'il' .... ?35

J i INPutT kCV.; ANT. HT. IN KM

THFE FOLLO lING IS A CALCULATICN GF XMTh TO• CVk PAJH LGSS

INPUT XMTX\JAi.•MER ANT. HT. IN Km
";'L' !i9.0 1

IF IHE X't.'T-\JAMr'FR IS A8N..,INPUT A l3IP- A FLAT E.•hl.i Gt'0,, s;0
"PAIIhS INýLUT A 2;IF A SINGLE-08.S'TACLE PATHvIMPU1 A 3;
IF A tvULTIPLE-QOBSICLE PATHDiNPUT A 4

INPUT CS.TACLE KT. IN KM ABOVE A LINE JOININUG IHk PATH
TEMIPNALSS• +.'.,,., /?. o

/ i XFMTRt-CVH PATH LOSS IN DO IS, 133.17Y

"" F..I%':I K) SIGNAL .JITHCUI JAMMING IN DU=-IU5.73k
RECEIVED SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO IN DB= 22.26:7

INPUT JAMMER ANT* GAINJUSE A VALUE F,9JM 2 TO b

INPUT JAMA4ER TO kCVXc DISTANCE IN KM
•:... +?20

-'iUT JA.V-, E' PL,(. IN WATTSSUSE A VALUE IN THE
RANGE F 5CM SS TO *OOO TA
?2000

/,." I •;INPUT JAM,.i, ER LCCATION; IF A DIRECTIOJNAL RCVR# ANT* IS UJSk.U,

!IISF. 6 FOPF' A JA.IMER SE.T"'EEN THE P.CVR/XMTR LINKP> VC'R A

AMMER BROADSIDE TO THE LINKAND -6 FC" THE JA TGr-5RT ThTE
i-FAR OF THE XMTR. IF A WHIP HCVR ANT. IS USED.LNTEk '-*15.

- -•4-. - A!,

, "-. . .
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liNi'liU X~r\AKM AN I *i HT I N

IF 1-J ?kV~'ri%\JA,\.v6ýv~ I ~ W' 1i,#T A t I I A iLAT EAP4 II- CC-;Z
PATI-, iNil'iJ' A 2J IJ A SL> 1LEe~ATH* LeUT A 31
li' A MUL1IHLE-CeýTCLE PAlis INPUJT A 4
? 3

IM'1T' C43'T(ACLE HT. IN KM AUCVE A LINE J~jlt~iS'4 Ti*. VATH

JAE/~V PAIH LOSS IN Da 152 134.711
T'HE JýMMF." SIGNAL AT THE RCVR IN D9= ,J67UI

'HE SIGN\aL-'fO-JAMMFk( RATIO AT THE kGVIR 1.1 OI= *96;e25S

IF YOU W~ISH TO EXECUTE ANOTHER Ph~dLEM& UINPUI A 7

?7N

-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

* .- ~rA
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Figure 15.(d) Excellent Co~mo, Link

tNdU 1 X M iT I tC VU I IANC L IN KM

1.'UI M~K'jNo< CUTPUIA IN WATT.:I2*0O JR LO~W P~kE1b,
3!) 3KW HIGH PWkR.

19W4pi fCV14 A4eTo HT. IN KM

THE FCLL0',IN(* 15 A CALCULAUICN OF XMIR TO kCVIK PA1H LC"Ls
----------------------------------------------------

IiN4EUY XA4IM\JAMM~jk AN'so I tl. IN Km

IF IMF~ .±LY,11\JAMtEk I S AFN aI N PU A hIJI A FLAT Ft.ClJ 14 O
P~AIN* i, IE-b A 2311k A ýIiUlv[E-OhbIAGLL PATHoINPUT A 315
If A MUL11PLE-COsSTCLt. VA'AHINPUT A 4

X;4iU/kq.C~k PATH LCSS IN Db I.,im 100.397
----------------------------------------------------
h1C1A* tOSI~ WITHOUJLT JAMMINJG IN Miz370d.9,FtLvED~ L-TId-N0IsjE I'ATIO IN VIa b.s 3

INPUT JANMMER ANT* GAMNUSE A VALUkr.' Ih0M 2 TO 8

INUI JAMMERi TO NCVR UIS1AXc I KCM

INPUT JAMMEN M'F~k IN WAIISIUbL A VALUE IN THE

?2000

1 NPUT JAIAMFi' LOCATIONS IF A IU114CT1(NAL P.fVF* A.NT* IS UNFI)o
USt Pifl A JAHI4MkI' htbiL.h&. 1NE k(UVt.X-4IH Lli4.(&i tvIiý A
JAMSLOSkAOSID$E TO THE LlNK.ANV -8 ýOhc THE JAM-4it 7 lJ WE1hEAH 0 THE XMRk IF~ A WHIP NCVIN ANI. IS USEOD&CT Polb

............... ............ .........an a.....

INPUT X(4k\JPNE+k AN]* MT. IN~ KMi

III lTwe~ ~~f AfiN.DiNPU1 A IJIF A FLAI EthP14
PAIN. IAHJI' A 211V A SIN(sLk U014S1ACLL IPAlN.INPUI A~ 33
IF A Jvu-l~--i-lL IATLL.INIVUT A 4
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~ ~j.~~ LO)S. IN D'FJ 1,A;= li * A
tHEJAMM~'tK NI6-'lL Al ITHE L lI . ib-2.

a'4r ~!~.L-~-JM~kATLO All THE 10(Vh IN VH=~.T1
... (E;XGELLEiNIc.IO)~IfU

IF YOU WISH !J atXE(;U!7 %iTHkfkELM tNU

.:VE# JJIID3

h* . ACH. , .tCvJ* I-UN'CH* C~ib
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